No, It's Not "Simple", But..... It Is Do-Able

By Anna Von Reitz
The situation with the US National Debt being cancelled by the American States National Credit is
basically simple bookkeeping, but the process of verifying and collecting the information and
discharging debts owed to millions of Americans is not.
It is to be hoped that as the Dim among us realize that they are stepping on their own penile
structures by attempting to obstruct, co-opt, and otherwise sideline our return to the land and soil
(they assume that that means their debt will increase and so we have to be stopped, when in fact it
means their debt will be relieved) this process will get simpler and less contentious.
Although we have striven mightily to streamline and simplify the paperwork and have reduced it all
down to just a few simple moves, and even though we are still working hard to automate the process
--- it's still work, and it still requires people to gain new knowledge and make decisions and scrabble
around correcting their records.
Once that is done, they have to do some more scrabbling --- and collect the evidence of the
STRAWMAN'S debt, have to open a private bank account, have to apply for the Voucher(s) and permit
the DOD to issue them, and there are plenty of questions that remain.
For example, what about mortgages we already paid off? What about federal income taxes we never
owed in the first place? What about ongoing utility bills and charges addressed to the STRAWMAN?
No, this is not 'simple", but once the military gets out of its own way and thoroughly understands
that benefits to them as well as everyone else, and the people of this country wake up and those who
are eligible to reclaim their birthright political status do so --- we can all enjoy a fantastic amount of
debt relief.
It may be possible for the DOD to simply return the whole credit to The United States of America
[Unincorporated] and "instantly" erase the bulk of the US National Debt. I am sure Mr. Trump would
like that very much. It would then be our responsibility (and pleasure) to work out the details of
cancelling debts for millions of Americans with the Comptroller of the Currency and Secretary of State
Pompeo.
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